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In a nutshell

• Multiword expressions (MWEs) defy attempts to categorise them into clear-cut categories
• My taxonomy proposal is inspired by UD’s typology-guided classification for single words
• I discuss some corner cases, mostly in English – please add examples in your languages:

– Not covered yet, hard to classify, borderline, endemic, exogenous, funny . . .
• A cross-lingually consistent taxonomy can inform annotation guidelines and lexicon design

Verbal idiom

definitions taken for granted

getting our hands dirty

Light-verb construction

the progress made in UD

received less attention

Verb-particle construction

the words that make it up

carrying out research on

Inherently reflexive verb

(fr) il s'évanouit 'he faints'

help yourself to the cookies

Inherently clitic verb

(it) prenderle 'to get beaten'

Multi-verb construction

cannot make do with less

Nominal MWE

Nominal idiom

MWE definitions: a rat's nest

a sort of "MWE hotline"

Multiword pronoun

no one tries to kill a pig

dependent on each other

Modifier MWE

Multiword adverbial

MWEs in a nutshell

notation out of the way

Multiword adjective

worth their weight in gold

full-fledged robust semantic

Multiword conjunction

even though they are

as well as the co-authors

Multiword adposition

In spite of huge progress

MWEs with respect to total

Multiword determiner

broke a bunch of equipment

and a few examples of some

Clausal MWE
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Functional MWE

The apples of discord
• Nominal idioms vs. compounds: word formation process or MWEs?
• Multiword named entities and terms are excluded: where is the border?
• Adjectival MWEs: modify only nominals / Adverbial MWEs: modify other categories
• Selected prepositions: in adition to (adverbial) vs. with respect to (adposition)

a few apples (determiner) vs. to eat a lot (adverbial) vs. a lot of food (adverbial)
• Idiomaticity tests for multiword pronouns and conjunctions → closed lists?


